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Peralta Place
Santa Fe
An in-town site was selected for its proximity to businessesand its potential as a new growth
area. A property, including five buildings, was purchased and renovated on a two acre site.
All were approximatel y 50 + years old and constructed of traditional adobe. The property
was typically run down and in need of total site planning.
The eastern most building was converted to a garden setting. Renovation called for new
sliding glass double paned windows to bring the gardens and entrance into relation with the
interiors. The traditional lines were maintained and extended with the use of additional walls
and exposed wood detailing. An overall landscaping masterplan included profuse planting
and walls of moderate height to enclose the buildings into a compound design.
To address the space utilization of the building presented, the structure, a former residence,
was completely gutted . Nearly all of the major walls were removed. Three bedrooms upstairs
had walls removed and the entire space was left open for office useage. A portion of the floor
was removed allowing a dramatic two story interior space to develop.
The addition of a solar greenhouse on the southwest was designed to be utilized as an additional conference area and supplies a passive solar assist for heating during the winter season.
A reflective awning has been installed to control summer heat buildup.
The parking courtyard is paved with "Grasscrete" for beautification and to control water runoff. The original hardwood floors were refinished and older areas that were not repairable
were covered with rubber tile.
The rear portion of the building butts a fence, however , on the east side is an attractive
enclosed garden. The building Iscompletely accessible by three different entries for handicapped persons.
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Jury Comment:
Successful remodelling and additions to a
small house, resulting in an office, whose interiors provide a cheerful , well lit and pleasant work environment. The forecourt and
appropriate landscaping make for an inviting entrance to the remodelled building.
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